Abstract-In this paper, we consider multiple access schemes with correlated sources, where a priori information, in terms of source correlation, is available at the access point (AP). In particular, we assume that each source uses a proper low-density parity-check (LDPC) code to transmit, through an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, its information sequence to the AP. At the AP, the information sequences are recovered by an iterative decoder, with component decoders associated with the sources, which exploit the available a priori information. In order to analyze the behaviour of the considered multiple access coded system, we propose a density evolution-based approach, which allows to determine a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) transfer chart and compute the system multi-dimensional SNR feasible region. The proposed technique, besides characterizing the performance of LDPC-coded multiple access scheme, is expedient to design optimized LDPC codes for this application.
I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Wireless sensor networks have recently received significant attention [1] . The efficient transmission of correlated signals, observed at different nodes, to one or more collectors is one of the main challenges in these networks. In the case of one collector node, this problem is often referred to as reachback channel in the literature [2] - [4] . In its most simple form, the problem can be summarized as follows: two independent nodes have to transmit correlated sensed data to a collector node by using the minimum possible energy, i.e., by exploiting somehow the implicit correlation among the data.
In the case of separated additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels the separation between source (up to the Slepian-Wolf limit) and channel coding is known to be optimal [2] , [5] . However, implementing a practical system based on separation, i.e., distributed source coding, is not straightforward [6] - [9] and the design of feasible good codes is still an open issue [10] . Alternative approaches to distributed source coding are given by cooperative source-channel coding and joint source-channel coding (JSCC). In the JSCC case, no cooperation among nodes is required and the correlated sources are not source encoded but only channel encoded and the correlation between the sources is exploited at the joint decoder, by means of joint channel decoding (JCD) [11] - [15] .
Work dealing with JCD has so far considered classical turbo or low-density parity-check (LDPC) coded schemes, where the decoder can exploit the correlation among the sources by performing message passing between the corresponding subdecoders. Although a significant attention has been recently paid to these topics, the problem of designing good codes has been only partially addressed, and this mainly with turbo codes. In [15] , the authors state that for separate channelswhich is the case of interest in this paper-the type of turbo-like code utilized for the encoding is not critical, and good results can be obtained provided that powerful codes are employed. In [16] , recursive nonsystematic convolutional encoders are proposed as constituent encoders for heavily biased sources, obtaining a performance between 0.74 dB and 1.17 dB from the Shannon limit. In [17] , we show how turbolike codes allow to achieve a performance better than "simple" (either regular or irregular) LDPC codes in scenarios with correlated sources.
In this paper, we consider LDPC-coded multiple access schemes with JCD and derive an operational approach, based on the use of density evolution techniques [18] , to evaluate the system performance. Density evolution, based on the assumption of Gaussian input distributions, has been widely used to analyze and design LDPC codes with good performance for classical point-to-point communication applications, e.g., communications over AWGN channels or binary erasure channels (BECs) [19] , [20] . While in [17] simulations are considered for the LDPC-coded case, we now derive a density evolutionbased performance analysis framework, which significantly extends the results in [17] . In particular, we determine the exact two-dimensional signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) feasible region, where the proposed schemes guarantee error-free performance. The convergence threshold is also computed for different classes of LDPC codes and proper design guidelines are derived. Although the degree distributions of both variable and check nodes can be optimized, we will show that the performance of LDPC-coded multiple access schemes is still far from that of previously optimized turbo-like coded multiple access schemes [17] . This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, preliminaries on the scenario of interest and the achievable rates are given. In Section III, the principle of JCD is concisely recalled. In Section IV, the proposed density evolution-based approach for the characterization of LDPC coded schemes is illustrated. Performance results are presented and discussed in Section V. In Section VI, a simple random walk-based optimization technique is analyzed with a few preliminary results. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. SCENARIO
We consider two spatially distributed nodes which transmit two binary information signals x x x = [x 0 ,... ,x k−1 ] and y y y = [y 0 ,... ,y k−1 ], where k is the signal length (equal for both sources). The information signals are assumed to be temporally white with P(x i = 0) = P(x i = 1) = 0.5, P(y i = 0) = P(y i = 1) = 0.5, for i = 0,... ,k − 1, and we define p P(x i = y i ) > 0.5-the correlation coefficient is 2p − 1. The signals x x x and y y y are delivered to one collector node (the AP). We denote by s s s x = [s x,0 ,... ,s x,n x −1 ] and s s s y = [s y,0 ,... ,s y,n y −1 ] the samples transmitted by the nodes, n x and n y being the numbers of channel uses by the two sources. In Fig. 1 , we depict the proposed multiple access scheme, where SN stands for "Source Node". Under the assumption that the sources transmit over orthogonal channels (e.g., using time division multiple access), the AWGN sequences w w w x and w w w y are independent.
Let us introduce the following quantities: r x = k/n x , r y = k/n y are the transmission rates at the two source nodes; E x = E(|s x,i | 2 ) and E y = E(|s x,i | 2 ), i = 0,...,k − 1 are the symbol transmit energies of the sources; and
is the variance of the AWGN samples (equal in both links). The SNRs at the AP in the two links are denoted as γ x = E x /N 0 and γ y = E y /N 0 . Finally, the conditional entropy of the correlated sources is
It is well known that distributed source coding allows to represent efficiently the information generated at the sources by exploiting the correlation between them. In particular, denoting by r s,x and r s,y the compressing rates at the sources, the following Slepian-Wolf bounds hold:
By assuming that source coding (compression) is followed by channel coding within each SN block, the actual channel code rates r c,x and r c,y , expressed as r c,x = r s,x r x r c,y = r s,y r y (2) satisfy the following Shannon bounds:
As discussed in Section I, compressing each source up to the SW limit and then utilizing two independent capacityachieving channel codes allows to achieve the ultimate performance limit. By introducing η x 1 2 log 2 (1 + γ x ) and η y 1 2 log 2 (1 + γ y ), the achievable rates r x and r y have to satisfy the following inequalities:
III. JCD PRINCIPLE Assume that the information sequences at the source nodes are encoded using binary linear codes, denoted as C x and C y , respectively. Binary transmissions are then considered, i.e., s x,i =∈ {−1, +1}, i = 0,... ,n x − 1 and s y, j =∈ {−1, +1}, j = 0,...,n y − 1.
The joint maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP) decoding rule, given that z z z x and z z z y are received, reads: 
where p (x x x,y y y) denotes the joint probability that the information sequences x x x and y y y are transmitted; p(z z z x ,z z z y |x x x,y y y) is the joint probability density function (pdf) of z z z x and z z z y , conditionally on x x x,y y y; and the notation ∑ ∼ denotes the summation over all variables contained in the expression except the one listed after the operator ∼. Without loss of generality, we focus on the estimatex i . From (5), by using the total probability theorem one can write:
= argmax 
. . . . . .
Fig. 2. Tanner graph for equation (6).
On the other hand, since the coded signals are sent over orthogonal AWGN channels, we have:
Taking into account the correlation model of the information sequences, one obtains:
At this point, equation (6) admits a Tanner graph representation and a corresponding belief propagation (BP) solution, provided that p (s s s x |x x x) and p (s s s y |y y y) can be expressed as products of factors which depend on restricted subsets of all symbol variables. A situation where equation (6) easily admits a Tanner graph-based representation is when C x and C y are LDPC systematic codes. In this case, p (s s s x |x x x) is the product of n − k parity check equations which involve a few parity and systematic bits and the solution of (6) can be obtained by a graphical approach. More precisely, one can consider two separate Tanner graphs corresponding to the codes C x and C y . A pictorial description of the global Tanner graph is shown in Fig. 2 . The Tanner graphs of C x and C y are the usual bipartite graphs of systematic LDPC codes [21] . In Fig. 2 , for ease of clarity, the variable nodes x x x and y y y are explicitly shown. Each variable node x j ( j = 0, 1,...,k − 1) of the Tanner graph of C x is connected to the corresponding node y j ( j = 0, 1,...,k −1) of the Tanner graph of C y through a connection node, denoted by the joint pdf p(x j , y j ) in (9) . Note that this probability depends on p. The connection nodes, upon receiving the messages, in the form of logarithmic likelihood ratios (LLRs), from one of the two Tanner graphs, send input LLRs to the other Tanner graph. For instance, upon reception of LLR x, j from the j-th variable node of the Tanner graph of C x , the connection node "extracts," exploiting the correlation according to (9) and using a standard BP procedure, the following LLR and passes it to the j-th variable node of the Tanner graph of C y :
where ln is the natural logarithm. Note that LLR y, j may be seen as a-priori information of the transmitted bits and can thus easily be taken into account by standard soft-input softoutput decoders.
The scheduling of the BP procedure on the overall graph is as follows. We initialize the messages output by the function nodes {p(x j , y j )} k−1 j=0 to zero and we run "internal" BP iterations within one of the component Tanner graphs, e.g., C x . At the end of these BP iterations, messages {LLR x, j } k−1 j=0 are fed to the connecting nodes {p(x j , y j )} k−1 j=0 which, in turn, output new LLRs for the component Tanner graph C y . The iterations between the two Tanner graphs, through the connection nodes, are denoted as "external."
IV. TWO-DIMENSIONAL EXIT CHART-BASED APPROACH
We assume that the two transmitters use two identical rate-1/2 LDPC codes, each of them characterized by the degree distributions of the variable and check nodes, denoted as λ (x) and ρ(x), respectively, so that the following equalities hold:
where λ i and ρ j represent the fractions of edges going to variable nodes of degree i and check nodes of degree j, respectively, and r c represents the code rate (common to all sources). In this paper, r c = 1/2. However, our approach can be easily applied to different (higher or lower) code rates. In order to evaluate the system performance, we consider a density evolution-based approach. In particular, in order to characterize the internal behavior of LDPC codes, i.e., the evolution of the LLRs within each component decoder, we refer to the density evolution-based approach proposed in [22] and further analyzed in [17] . Without loss of generality, we focus on code C y and assume that the corresponding source transmits the all-zero sequence. Therefore, the LDPC decoder receives, at its input, a sequence of Gaussian observables and the channel SNR is denoted as γ. The channel LLRs are fed at the input of variable nodes. Density consistency is imposed by assuming that each LLR is modeled as a Gaussian random variable with mean μ ch and variance 2μ ch , i.e., with corresponding pdf Fig. 3 . Scheme for the analysis of the evolution of the a priori information.
We define γ μ ch /2. Using this assumption, the density evolution approach proposed in [22] allows to evaluate the SNR of the extrinsic information messages at the output of the component decoder.
In Fig. 3 , an illustrative scheme for the evaluation of the evolution of the a priori information through the LDPC decoder is shown. To encompass the presence of a-priori information coming from the other component LDPC decoder, let us denote by SNR e-sist the SNR of external messages {LLR x, j } entering the connection nodes {p(x j , y j )}. We assume that also messages {LLR x, j } have a Gaussian distribution with mean 2 SNR e-sist and standard deviation √ 4 SNR e-sist , so that their pdf is completely determined by SNR e-sist . These messages are processed by the connection nodes {p(x j , y j )} to produce a-priori information messages {LLR y, j } for the variable nodes of the Tanner graph of C y .
Denote the pdfs of the messages {LLR x, j } and {LLR y, j } as a x (z) and a y (z), respectively-z is a dummy variable. It is worth noting that a density evolution approach requires that both a x (z) and a y (z) are densities of messages under the assumption that the all-zero information sequence has been transmitted. Hence, since s s s x and s s s y are correlated but not identical, for analysis purposes it is expedient to introduce a binary symmetric channel (BSC)-like block with cross-over probability p at the input of any function node p(x j , y j ). This channel "flips" a bit at its input with probability p and, therefore, the BSC-like block changes the sign of the corresponding LLR with the same probability. The messages at the output of the BSC block, denoted as LLR The pdf a y (z) of LLR y, j can eventually be computed according to (10) , where the input messages {LLR x, j } are replaced by {LLR
x, j }. 1 In Fig. 4 , a graphical representation of the LLR transformation (10) is shown for p = 0.9. In this figure, the x-axis denotes the input LLRs and the transformation is generically denoted as g(z). According to (10) , it holds that
One can observe that g(z) is monotonically increasing and asymptotically (for z → +∞ and z → −∞, respectively) goes to ln p/(1 − p) and ln(1 − p)/p, respectively. In Fig. 4 , the derivative of g(z) is also shown:
.
By applying the fundamental theorem [23] to the random variable transformation LLR y, j = g(LLR (o) x, j ), one can straightforwardly obtain a y (z) from b x (z). In particular, denoting as z * = g −1 (τ) the single 2 root of the equation τ = g(z), it is easy to compute the pdf a y (τ) as follows:
o t h e r w i s e .
After a fixed number (set to 50, in our analysis) of message passing LDPC decoding operations, the extrinsic information sequence is extracted from the soft-output information sequence at the output of the LDPC decoder and the output SNR, denoted as SNR out e−sist , is evaluated. For a fixed value of the channel SNR, the above steps allow to numerically determine the function Z LDPC such that:
As previously shown, the LDPC decoder can now be analyzed thorough a classical density evolution approach [18] , the only difference being the fact that the messages at the input of the variable nodes associated with the systematic bits need to be modified in order to model the presence of a priori information. In particular, in the iterative decoding procedure the a priori information of the other decoder is added to the channel information at the input of the systematic bits of the decoder. From the message density viewpoint, this corresponds to convolving the a priori message pdf a y (z) with the Gaussian channel message pdf Γ ch−y (z):
where ⊗ denotes the convolution operator. However, one should note that this operation is done only at the variable nodes associated with the systematic bits. Therefore, in a density evolution-based approach the convolution operation (14) is statistically done over a fraction, equal to the code rate r c , of the input variable nodes and the remaining variable nodes have, at their inputs, only the pdf Γ ch−y (z). At this point, the density evolution procedure can be implemented in the classical way, by iterating the sum-product algorithm for a fixed number of iterations. 3 In Fig. 5 , an illustrative example of the pdf transformation at the input of the systematic variable nodes is shown. In particular, we consider a scenario with p = 0.9 and SNR in e−sist = 3. Discrete versions of the pdfs, given by probability mass functions with 512 samples equally spaced in the interval between -12 and 12, are shown. 4 As one can see, the pdf at the input of (half of) the variable nodes is no longer exactly Gaussian, due to the transformation (10). However, the shape of m y (z) is similar to that of a Gaussian pdf (as can be seen in the zoom area in Fig. 5 ) and, therefore, one can conclude that the proposed density evolution approach is still accurate, although not exact. The numerical results in the following section will confirm this statement. 
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Balanced SNRs
We first focus on a balanced SNR scenario, i.e., a scenario where the variance of the AWGN in both channels is the same and, therefore, the same channel SNR γ x = γ y = γ is observed in each link. We focus on this scenario, since it has been previously shown that good channel codes for unbalanced channels exist (see, e..g, [17] ), whereas it is difficult to design a code with good performance in the balanced case.
In Fig. 6 , the extrinsic output SNR is shown, as a function of the input SNR, for two LDPC ensembles: (a) (3,6) regular LDPC code and (b) irregular LDPC code with ρ(x) = x 5 and λ (x) = 0.333x + 0.667x 3 (the distribution from which the double diagonal (DD) code in [17] has been obtained). The parameter p is set to 0.9 and different values of γ are considered. In each graph, the curves Z LDPC and Z −1 LDPC are shown. As in usual density evolution for turbo decoding [22] , the interpretation of the curves reflects the improvement of the bit error rate (BER) during BP iterations: the farther the curves, the faster the convergence to zero BER. When the two curves touch, no further improvement is possible by successive iterations, and the final BER is larger than zero. Conversely, by reducing γ, the Z LDPC curve goes down and the two curves get closer. In this case, the SNR convergence threshold γ th , corresponding to the channel SNR at which the curves Z LDPC and Z −1 LDPC touch, is 0.18 dB for the regular code and -0.18 dB for the irregular code, thus confirming the preliminary simulation results presented in [17] . The only difference between simulation and analytical results is in the form of the Z LDPC curve for small values of the input SNR. In this case, in fact, the output SNR starts decreasing and, then, rapidly increases. This phenomenon is more pronounced for small values of the channel SNR. The initial decrease is due to our assumption that, statistically, only a fraction of the variable nodes equal to the code rate (in this case, half of the nodes) receives a priori information. However, it could happen that these nodes also experience a bad channel and the combination of their effects propagates through the BP operations.
In Fig. 7 , the extrinsic output SNR is shown, as a function of the input SNR, for an LDPC ensemble with ρ(x) = x 5 and λ (x) = 0.355844x + 0.288313x 2 + 0.355844x 5 (this code is generated by using the on-line LDPC generator available at [24] and setting the maximum degree of the variable nodes to 6). The parameter p is set to 0.9 and different values of γ are considered. As one can see, the considerations carried out for the code ensembles in Fig. 6 are still valid, but the convergence γ th threshold reduces to -0.49 dB, which is a value closer to that guaranteed by the best turbo code and reported in [17] .
We now derive an automatic and fast algorithm for the computation of the convergence threshold γ th , which leverages on geometric considerations on the extrinsic SNR curves. More precisely, γ th can be determined by finding the channel SNR at which the curves Z LDPC and Z
−1
LDPC are tangent to each other, which occurs on the bisector of the graph. Obviously, γ th can be equivalently found by using a classical density evolution approach. In fact, when the Z LDPC curve
SNR out e−sist γ th γ * < γ th is tangent to the bisector, the system BER goes below a given threshold, e.g., 10 −5 , or, equivalently, the input-output mutual information goes over a threshold, e.g., 0.999. We now describe the proposed geometric method. As one can see from Fig. 8 , the output SNR curve has a minimum which moves, for increasing values of γ, on the perpendicular 5 of the bisector, until it reaches the point Q. Therefore, the proposed automatic algorithm works as follows.
• The Z LDPC curve is computed for a sufficiently small value of γ * . This value should be higher than that associated with the ultimate system capacity, but lower than γ th , so that the minimum of the SNR curve is on the perpendicular to the bisector.
• The minimum of this curve is obtained for an input SNR equal to SNR * and the corresponding value on the bisector is Z LDPC (SNR * ).
• Using geometric considerations, the value of SNR Q and the corresponding output value Z LDPC (SNR Q ) are determined.
• The channel SNR is recursively increased until SNR Q Z LDPC (SNR Q ). The corresponding value of γ is γ th . Our results show that this fast algorithm allows to determine the correct value of γ th with a (relatively) very small error, as will be shown in more detail in Subsection V-B.
B. Feasible Two-Dimensional SNR Region
In order to derive further insights into the performance of the JCD schemes considered in this paper, it is of interest to determine the feasible two-dimensional channel SNR region of each LDPC coded multiple access scheme. This region is defined as the ensemble of SNR pairs (γ x , γ y ) which satisfy (4) for given values of the information rate r = r x = r y (i.e., no link rate adaptation is considered) and p. In Fig. 9 , an illustrative example of the two-dimensional feasible region is shown. In particular, a few characteristic points and two asymptotes (vertical and horizontal) are shown, and will be described in the following. In Subsection V-A, the threshold SNR for the balanced case has been determined. This corresponds to the limiting point of the feasible SNR region over the bisector of the plane, i.e., the point A in Fig. 9 . From (4) and the results in [17] , we can predict the existence of vertical and horizontal asymptotes. In fact, if one of the two channel SNRs becomes too low, then, regardless of the other, there will never be error-free performance. We now determine the vertical and horizontal asymptotes of the feasible twodimensional region. In particular, we denote as (γ x,lim , γ y,lim ) the coordinates of the point B on the feasible region, in correspondence to which the vertical asymptote starts. Similarly, the point C, at which the horizontal asymptote starts, is specular to B with respect to the bisector and, hence, has coordinates (γ y,lim , γ x,lim ). In order to determine (γ y,lim , γ x,lim ), we refer to Fig. 10 , where a few Z LDPC curves are shown for different values of γ. Note that, for small values of γ, the Z LDPC curves intersect the horizontal line corresponding to SNR out e−sist = 0. For large values of γ, instead, the curves tend to be vertical starting from SNR in e−sist = 0. The corresponding value of SNR out e−sist is denoted as SNR crit . Therefore, γ x,lim can be computed by finding the value of γ at which the curve Z LDPC is tangent to the horizontal line at SNR out e−sist = 0, whereas γ y,lim can be computed by finding the value of γ at which the curve Z LDPC is vertical. Summarizing, the following two steps can be used.
(1) The value γ x,lim is numerically computed by determining the value of γ at which Z LDPC is horizontally tangent to zero. The value of SNR in e−sist corresponding to the minimum is denoted as SNR crit .
(2) The value γ y,lim is numerically computed by determining the value of γ at which Z LDPC starts at SNR in e−sist = 0 and SNR out e−sist = SNR crit . In Table I , γ th , γ x,lim , and γ y,lim are shown for a few possible LDPC codes (all generated by using the on-line LDPC generator available at [24] ) in a scenario with p = 0.9. In particular, the codes denoted as "Regular" and "Irregular DD" correspond to those analyzed in Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 6 (b) , respectively, whereas the code denoted as "Irregular 2" is the same of Fig. 7 . Note that, in Table I , we show both the value of γ th predicted by the automatic algorithm proposed in Subsection V-A and that which could be obtained by the exact graphical approach.
Finally, in Fig. 11 the two-dimensional feasible region is shown for a few possible LDPC codes of those previously analyzed. First, the results for the regular and irregular DD LDPC codes confirm those obtained through simulations in [17] . As one can see, the irregular code denoted as "Irregular 2" is the best and allows to get close to the performance of the turbolike codes presented in [17] in the balanced region (with a gap of about 0.5 dB), whereas it is still far in the unbalanced region (almost 2 dB in the asymptotic performance). Our results suggest that LDPC codes cannot outperform turbo-like codes in the considered multiple access scenarios. In fact, in the presence of a priori information recursive codes are needed, ρ(x) = 0.69x 5 + 0.31x 6 -0.46 dB -0.46 dB -0.985 dB 0.47 dB λ (x) = 0.338002x + 0.12878x 2 + 0.533215x 5 such as in turbo-like codes. On the other hand, LDPC codes are not good due to the sparse nature of the parity check matrix. However, one may combine LDPC codes with recursive codes; this is subject of further work.
VI. LDPC CODE OPTIMIZATION BY RANDOM WALK
At this point, the following question arises: is the best possible distribution in Table I ? In other words, we would like to understand if there exist degree distributions that allow to obtain smaller convergence threshold for the balanced case and, therefore, larger feasible SNR region. To this end, in this section we propose a simple optimization technique to derive these good degree distributions for LDPC codes. Our approach is based on the use of the following random walk technique [25] . Obviously, one may resort to different and, possibly better, optimization techniques. However, in this paper we are not interested in particularly efficient optimization techniques and, therefore, we use this simple technique to provide the reader with a few intuitions about the performance of the considered LDPC-coded multiple access scheme.
Each variable and check node fraction is updated by adding a Gaussian variation according to the following relationship: are independent Gaussian random variables with zero mean and the same variance σ 2 AWGN . Obviously, the new coefficients should be in the interval [0, 1]. Note that in (15) and (16) the indexes i and j start from 3 and 2, respectively, instead of 1. This is due to the fact that (11) introduces 3 constraints on the possible values assumed by the degree distributions and the rate. Therefore, the updated values λ new 1 , λ new 2 , and ρ new 1 are chosen so that (11) are satisfied. Our algorithm for the computation of a better degree distribution works as follows. The algorithm tries to identify a direction where the performance, in terms of a better value of γ th , improves. After an updated distribution is determined, this "good direction" is determined by computing, according to the innovative algorithm proposed and described in detail in Section V-A, the new value of the convergence threshold, denoted as γ new th . If γ new th < γ th , then γ new th is the new convergence threshold and the corresponding degree distributions are the best. At this point, the procedure is iterated until it is not possible to find, with a sufficiently large number of trials, new degree distributions for the variable and check nodes, which allow to obtain a smaller value of γ th . However, our numerical results have shown that actually we are not able to find such degree distributions. This may suggest that LDPC codes are not effective for this kind of scenario. Therefore, more clever optimization techniques should be used to confirm this supposition. Our future work will be devoted to the use of these better optimization techniques, in order to find (possible) better distributions.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS In this paper, we have considered the problem of LDPC code optimization in multiple access schemes with correlated sources, where the a-priori information, in terms of correlation, is exploited at AP. In particular, we assume that each source uses a LDPC channel code and transmits, through an AWGN channel, its information to the AP, where component decoders, associated with the sources, iteratively exchange soft information by taking into account the a priori information. We have proposed a density-evolution based approach to determine a two-dimensional SNR transfer chart and compute the convergence threshold of the LDPC code. The proposed technique, has been shown to be expedient to design optimized LDPC codes for multiple access schemes. Our results have shown that proper irregular LDPC codes allows to obtain a performance close to the theoretical capacity limit, although turbo codes have still better performance. Therefore, the design of appropriate LDPC codes through proper optimization techniques remains an open issue.
